Modulating adsorption and stability properties in pillared metal-organic frameworks: a model system for understanding ligand effects.
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are nanoporous materials with highly tunable properties that make them ideal for a wide array of adsorption applications. Through careful choice of metal and ligand precursors, one can target the specific functionality and pore characteristics desired for the application of interest. However, among the wide array of MOFs reported in the literature, there are varying trends in the effects that ligand identity has on the adsorption, chemical stability, and intrinsic framework dynamics of the material. This is largely due to ligand effects being strongly coupled with structural properties arising from the differing topologies among frameworks. Given the important role such properties play in dictating adsorbent performance, understanding these effects will be critical for the design of next generation functional materials. Pillared MOFs are ideal platforms for understanding how ligand properties can affect the adsorption, stability, and framework dynamics in MOFs. In this Account, we highlight our recent work demonstrating how experiment and simulation can be used to understand the important role ligand identity plays in governing the properties of isostructural MOFs containing interconnected layers pillared by bridging ligands. Changing the identity of the linear, ditopic ligand in either the 2-D layer or the pillaring third dimension allows targeted modulation of the chemical functionality, porosity, and interpenetration of the framework. We will discuss how these characteristics can have important consequences on the adsorption, chemical stability, and dynamic properties of pillared MOFs. The structures discussed in this Account comprise the greatest diversity of isostructural MOFs whose stability properties have been studied, allowing valuable insight into how ligand properties dictate the chemical stability of isostructural frameworks. We also discuss how functional groups can affect adsorbate energetics at their most favorable adsorption sites to elucidate how functional groups can affect the adsorptive performance of these materials in ways that are unexpected based on the isolated ligand's properties. We then highlight a variety of simulation tools that not only can be used to understand the differing molecular-level behavior of the adsorbate and framework dynamics within these isostructural MOFs, but also can shed light on possible mechanisms that govern the differing chemical stability properties among these materials. Lastly, we provide perspective on the challenges and opportunities for utilizing the structure-property relationships arising from the ligand effects described in this Account for the design of further MOFs with enhanced chemical stability and adsorption properties.